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Hill & Co. Real Estate Announces Its 2017 Top Producing Agents
San Francisco, CA – February 2, 2018 – Hill & Co. Real Estate posted another strong year in
2017. This success was due to both a robust San Francisco real estate market and the
exceptional efforts of the company’s brokers and REALTORS®. At an annual breakfast for its
agents, the company announced its Top Producers. These top agents were responsible for
sales in 2017 well above the industry norm.
Hill & Co.’s 2017 Top Producer is once again Annie Williams, an agent who is among the top
1% of all agents in San Francisco in terms of sales volume. Hill & Co.’s #2 and #3 agents are
Grace Shohet and Tiffany Hickenbottom, respectively. Joan Gordon and David Cohen are
together the company’s Top Producing team.
Rounding out the top ten agents in alphabetical order are Stephanie Ahlberg, Donna
Cooper, Marilyn Hayes, Meagan Levitan, Lowrie MacLean, Paula Y. Rose, and John L.
Woodruff III.
In addition, Beth Kershaw, Brooke Krohn Dougherty, Marcus Miller, and Robert Vernon
are all Top Producers. Sandra Bagnatori and Scott Brittain, Eva A. Daniel and Travis Hale,
and Ron Wong and Mike Tekulsky comprise Top Producing teams.
“San Francisco’s hot real estate market cooled a bit in 2016, but rebounded nicely in 2017,”
said Hill & Co. Senior Vice President Eileen Mougeot. “Agents in this city, however, face a
tough market, where a very low inventory of homes for sale is juxtaposed against incredibly
strong buyer demand. It’s challenging – as agents must compete for a scarce number of
listings, and, when representing buyers, often prevail against multiple offers typically above the
asking price. Our Top Producers did a fabulous job of meeting these challenges head on, and
in each case had a very successful year. I couldn’t be more proud of these Top Producers and
all of our agents!”

	
  
	
  

	
  

Hill & Co.

Hill & Co. Real Estate has long represented buyers and sellers in the purchase and sale of
many of the City’s finest properties. With three offices and nearly 100 full-time agents the
brokerage enables clients to successfully navigate San Francisco’s complex real estate
market. For more information, visit www.hill-co.com

